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Complex systems are increasingly being viewed as distributed information processing systems, particularly in Artificial Life, machine learning, computational neuroscience and bioinformatics. This trend has resulted in a strong uptake of information-theoretic measures to analyse the dynamics of complex systems in these fields.

This tutorial will briefly review the use of these measures as applied to complex systems, and then introduce participants to a software toolkit for conducting such analysis on empirical data – JIDT [1]. JIDT provides a standalone, (GNU GPL v3) open-source code implementation of measures for information dynamics, i.e. measures to quantify information storage, transfer and modification, and the dynamics of these operations in space and time. In addition to basic information-theoretic measures, principally the toolkit implements the transfer entropy, (conditional) mutual information and active information storage, for both discrete and continuous-valued data. Various types of estimators (e.g. Gaussian, Kraskov-Stoegebauer-Grassberger) are provided for each measure. Furthermore, while written in Java, the toolkit can be used directly in Matlab/Octave, Python and other languages, and it also provides a GUI [AutoAnalyser] for point-and-click computation as well as code-template generation.

Learning outcomes: Participants will gain an understanding of how the toolkit functions, how to install and run the software in their chosen environment, and see more complex demonstrations, e.g. analysing information dynamics of cellular automata. Specifically, participants will learn:

- background on the information-theoretic measures implemented in JIDT;
- how to use the JIDT AutoAnalyser GUI demo to run analysis without writing code;
- how to extend code templates generated with the AutoAnalyser for more complex analysis; and
- where to seek further support information on JIDT.

Preparation: To fully engage with the software toolkit, participants should bring their own laptop, and prepare your choice of one of the following environments:

- To use Matlab (preferred), simply a Matlab installation (or alternatively Octave);
- To use Java, a Java SE / JDK installed;
- To use Python, a Java SE / JDK installed, and the Python jpype and numpy packages (see our wiki for more details). We will not have time on the day to support installation of these dependencies.

Resources for the tutorial (slides, activities) will be posted on the JIDT wiki.
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